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CONNECT WITH YOUR ENVIRONMENT
Cric Entra’Netti*

LEARN ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN YOUR COMMUNITY AND HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED
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Fourth-graders at McKinley
School read about Earth
Day in Connect with your
environment page on April
24,2019.

Anna McCartney (right) was recognized for her role in bringing teachers and students into the Erie International Coastal Cleanup program. Anna and Brittany Prischak, Erie
County sustainability coordinator, accepted the Governor’s Award for Environmental Excellence on April 17.
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“In life and in the environment,
all tilings connect.” This belief photographs.”
has led Anna McCartney, award- The NIE-Environment page
winning educator and writer is supported by grant funding
of the “NIE-Environment” through the state’s Coastal
newspaper page, down a Resource Management Program,
career path that has influenced and collaborative contributions
and inspired environmental from Pennsylvania Sea Grant and
connections for hundreds of the Erie Times-News.
students and adults.
Actions make an impact
Recognizing problems and
Still, the NIE-Environment
[DAVID B0UGHT0N]
finding solutions
pages are not just for students.
Anna
McCartney,
former
PA
Sea
Grant
communications
and
education
specialist,
Anna
began
her Thousands of adult readers
environmental career in die benefit from the weekly taking photos of a volunteer event to construct aquatic habitat structures.
1980’s, teaching high school environmental stories and
biology, chemistry and ecology, opportunities to get involved.
and seventh-and eighth-grade Readers are encouraged to
science.
consider how their daily habits
“I got tired of seeing junior or actions may impact the
and senior high school students environment, and then take
who could not read, and did not some action-big or small-to
Students in fane Ross’ fourth-grade class at McKinley School see the importance of education,”help make a change.
responded to last week’s “Earth Every-Day” newspaper activity she says. ‘ I realized that in order Engaging readers of such
for teachers to be successful, a broad range in both age
question, which asked: “What everyday actions might you consider
we needed the help of parents, and interests would seem
taking to help protect the Earth?”
families, and the community.”
challenging. When asked how
Unfortunately, teachers often she balances content in order
“I liked learning about Earth Day. ”
lacked the resources to engage to reach both student and adult
-Nisika C.
students.“I sawalackofmaterials audiences, McCartney says: “I
available to teachers in the try to focus on issues that impact
“I love helping the earth because it helps our environment become
[ANNA MCCARTNEY]
classroom. They were working everybody. The goal is to take
cleaner and healthier.”
to meet state environment and science and distill it down so that Harding Elementary students participate in International Coastal Cleanup Event.
-RiyanaW.
ecology standards, but there wereit becomes relevant to anyone.
no resources. Free resources were
“The pollution doesn’t always significant in an inner-city school
I think tiiat’s why it has been
“I like how we leam to clean up the Earth and participating in the
needed.”
begin at the shores of Lake Erie, district with debilitating poverty.
successful.”
International Coastal Cleanup.”
Over the past 17 years,
She also says that the thing it starts in our communities. By She has a legacy as a role model
-Ryheem E.
McCartney has worked to fill that she often labored over most was,participating and being involved and positive influence on bodi
resource void by developing a “How do I come up with that first in cleaning up their schoolyards, children and adults in the Erie
“I like how we clean the earth and make it new again!”
suite of educational materials for sentence that will bring them students make connections City School District.”
—Tamarah A.
use in the classroom, including into the story?”
between daily actions and
Refocusing Energy
die NIE-Environment newspaper Students read about the environmental repercussions.
McCartney is making a
“I like planting flowers and cleaning up the earth. ”
page. The page helps students environment and take action
They also leam that their transition, this time refocusing
-Recica S.
make connections between what Student involvement in die opinions and actions in their her energy on solar energy. Three
tiiey see in their own backyard International Coastal Cleanup is community really do matter,” she years ago, McCartney and her
“I like the environment section because it teaches us to keep our
and things happening in other another example of youth action, said.
family invested in solar panels
environment clean, so it can be a better place. ”
parts of the region and world. inspired by NIE-Environment
In 2009, just nine schools and today, “We produce enough
-Hussain A.
Each Tuesday throughout the stories that featured the topics participated in the ICC cleanup. energy from our panels to provide
Our thanks to JaneRoss and her students for reading about school year, the Erie Times-Newsof plastic pollution and marine Nine years later, through all of our energy use, even with
Earth Day and for sending us tlieir feedback! To submit your classprints the NIE-Environment page debris. Organized by die McCartney’s persistence and cloudy days, and then sell some
comments, check out the inlcass activity section of die page and as part of the daily newspaper Ocean Conservancy, the ICC dedication to educating the of it back to the grid.” Her new
and hand delivers copies, free of encourages volunteers from public about plastic pollution role as solar energy advocate
email us at PASeaGrant@psu.edu.
charge, to over 3,500 students in around the world to participate and marine debris, 24 schools will mean a shift from educating
Erie County school districts.
in local events to remove trash participated in 2018.
teachers and students to helping
Teachers play an important and marine debris from coastal
In 2018, 2,600 volunteers homeowners understand the
role by suggesting topics that shores and tributaries. As a removed over 4,500 pounds of benefits of solar energy.
correspond to classroom learningmember of the Erie ICC steering trash from 50 Erie locations.
“It’s all connected,” is true.
Doreen Petri, a science teacherWe thank McCartney for her
schedules and objectives. Jane committee, which coordinates
Ross, fourth-grade teacher at efforts locally, and in her role as at Northwest PA Collegiate love of the environment, her
McKinley School shared: “I have communications and education Academy shared, “McCartney passion for teaching, and for her
used the NIE-Environment page specialist for Pennsylvania Sea has promoted the value of determination to solve problems
for the past 10 years. Over 300 ofGrant, McCartney worked with education and the importance and make change happen. From
my students in grades 4, 5, and teachers to engage students in of a healthy environment in the her colleagues at Pennsylvania
6 have benefitted from these cleaning up their schoolyards Erie community for many years. Sea Grant and friends at the Erie
articles, activities, diagrams, and and neighborhoods.
These efforts are particularly
Times-News, she will be missed.

Classroom responses

TEACHERS:
• Submit student responses to the weekly “in-class activity,”
• Suggest story topic ideas.
• Get more information on the NIE/Environment pages.
Contact Kelly Donaldson, PA Sea Grant Communications Lead,
at PASeaGrant@psu.edu.

IN-CLASS
ACTIVITY
Do you see litter/trash? If so, where
do you see it? How do you think it
gets there? What do you think is the
most common type of litter found
during local cleanups, like the ICC?
Discuss with your classmates and
teacher, and send comments to Kelly
Donaldson at PASeaGrant@psu.edu.
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Kelly Donaldson (left), and Anna McCartney (right), on Lake Erie in Cleveland.
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